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Classic skate models are having quite the time in 2017 right now. Vans has revamped their iconic
offerings like the Sk8-Hi and Old Skool through high fashion collaborations with Fear of Godâ€™s
Jerry Lorenzo and Chanelâ€™s Karl Lagerfeld whilezapatillas converse botas is making major
moves with their ever-present Converse One Star. Fresh off of Tyler, The Creatorâ€™s numerous
pastel renditions of the grunge classic, the Converse One Star will get a Yin & Yang themed
upgrade from Chinese creative agency turned sneaker specialists CLOT. The CLOT Converse
One star has a more detailed preview here featuring bolstered hairy suede in black and white
while the Analects of Confucius are featured on the midsole. Check out more detailed shots of the
CLOT Converse One Star below and grab your pair from select retailers on September 14th.
zapatillas converse chuck taylor all star go completely tonal with these new options from
Converse for the most classic sneaker of all time. If youâ€™re tired of your standard Chucks, now
you can grab an eye-catching edition of the shoe in a 100% tonal colorway, seen here in your
choice of red or blue. Literally every component of the shoe from top to bottom is the same color
making these true â€œTriple Redâ€• and â€œTriple Blueâ€• renditions. Maybe even quadruple
red and blue? Find your pair as they arrive at select Converse retailers globally right now. Chucks
also just got a premium new makeover from Stussy.
The converse jack purcell espaÃ±a with its slim and low silhouette is almost always the perfect
sneaker for your summer rotation. More perfect for the warm weather than ever is this latest
release of the iconic sneaker, featuring a crisp all-white canvas upper and midsole, silver lace
grommets, and touches of dark blue for the heel branding and toe capâ€™s â€œsmileâ€•. Adding
one final fresh touch for one of the cleanest Jack Purcell colorways ever is a sky blue outsole. You
also wonâ€™t want to forget that the Jack Purcell was recently upgraded with Nikeâ€™s Zoom
Air cushioning for added comfort to the legendary tennis shoe. If youâ€™re convinced you need a
pair by now, pick them up at select Converse retailers like Kith.
With Nike, Inc. taking over the NBA uniform rights this season, it was expected that sister brand
converse all star baratas espaÃ±a, a brand that has more roots in the sport than any other brand
in history, would partake in the ceremonious debut of the partnership. Today, Converse unveiled a
massive collection of Chuck Taylors, one for each of the 30 NBA teams. Each pair is built with
actual NBA jerseys and lined with leather that featured embossed team logos as well as a
Converse x NBA patch on the inner tongue. Only 250 pairs of each team edition exists, and the
entire set is scheduled for a release on September 29th.
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